Sale Name: Test Test Test
LOT 61 - BLIND SIDED CAT

Breed AQHA
Year 2018
Sire Blind Sided
Dam Dejavu N Blue
Gender gelding
Color Rabicano
Height 14.2
Trainer Buckeye Acre Farm
Trainer Phone (330)-231-2324
Trainer Email buckeyeacrefarm@gmail.com
Location OH
Description
BLIND SIDED CAT
So excited to bring you this fun and athletic AQHA gelding. Blind Sided Cat was bred
by the Aaron Ranch by their stallion Blind Sided LTE $206,849 out of a daughter of
NCHA Hall of Fame inductee, Smooth As A Cat LTE $500,037. Kashton, as we call him, is
a 2018 14.2 hand solid bodied horse. He is a gorgeous red Rabicano that has the white
ticking going down his tail and through his long beautiful flowing mane. This guy has a
fantastic foundation with reining training and also working with cattle. He will ride all
day, checking fences alone, and never gets tired putting in a day's work. He is easy to
ride and has an awesome tight neck rein. He has been on lots of trails at different
parts of the country and will go through creeks, muddy trails, over bridges and is good
to ride in heavy traffic. He has a great mind and loves to learn new things. He has three

very smooth gaits, and will suck it back for an easy jog, or easily transitions to a nice
extended trot as well. He has nice lift in his shoulders in the canter and a smooth lead
change as well. Kashton has been ridden by lots of different people and always rides
the same no matter who is on his back.. You do not have to be a professional to get
along with him at all. He has an awesome spin, and really gets his hind end down into
the ground when you ask him to stop. He has been used to rope off of and has done all
different aspects of the ranch life, but will always settle in as a fun, beautiful backyard
friend as well. Kashton is wearing shoes all around because of where we ride him. He
stands awesome for the farrier and the vet. He is a gentleman to groom and tack up
and is a no maintenance type of horse. He really came into our program and took
everything that we threw at him with no issues. If you feel that this is the horse for
you, please give Duane Yoder of Buckeye Acre Farm a call at 330-231-2324.
Quantity: 1
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